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Abstract
The RTP/UDP/IP protocol suite is in the process of being standardized for multiplexing realtime flows. It aims at reducing header overhead, therefore, it is apt
for transporting compressed voice in access links or in the core of mobile communication networks. To provide realtime quality of service, networks require traffic
parameters which can be met using a spacer.
In this paper, an exact analysis for the RTP/UDP/IP multiplexing scheme including spacing is derived. Influences on the performance of the system are investigated
and an optimum value for the multiplexing timer is found. A numerical comparison
to the data tunneling method is also presented. Additionally, a leaky bucket description of the multiplexed IP packet output stream is given as an alternative to spacing.
The affinity to AAL-2 multiplexing in ATM is pointed out and the fundamental differences with respect to performance are explained.

Keywords: IP, RTP, Multiplexing, UMTS, AAL-2, CAC, QoS, VoIP, Discrete-Time
Analysis

1 Introduction
The success of the Internet Protocol (IP) has started the discussion in the standardization
community of the 3rd generation of mobile communication systems (3GPP) to introduce
IP as the transport technology in the wireline part of future mobile cellular communication
systems [1]. Characteristics of compressed realtime voice data traffic are the small-sized
packets and the strict quality of service (QoS) requirements, i.e., upper bounds on packet
loss and delay. Both are problematic with IP technology.
A User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header is mandatory to carry information over IP
networks and for voice data an additional Realtime Transmission Protocol (RTP) header
is commonly used. Tunneling, i.e., carrying a single voice sample in one IP packet yields
a low bandwidth exploitation due to header overhead. This can be overcome by multiplexing several voice samples into the payload of a single RTP/UDP/IP packet. A timer
is used to limit the multiplexing delay. Therefore, the RTP multiplexing scheme [2] was
recently discussed in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
So far, the Internet is without realtime capabilities, however, IP is currently being
enhanced with realtime enabling techniques. To obtain hard realtime guarantees, a flow
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has to declare and to comply with some traffic descriptors. Packets that are not conform
are dropped by the network unless they are delayed by a spacer.
In a transmission system with RTP multiplexing and subsequent spacing or policing,
the parameters like multiplexing timer value, spacer buffer size or leaky bucket parameters
have to be set properly in order to maximize the number of supportable calls for which
the QoS characteristics are met. A problem of similar nature occurs in ATM networks and
is solved by using the ATM Adaptation Layer 2 (AAL-2) for multiplexing. This has been
thoroughly investigated in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
In this paper RTP multiplexing is investigated. Case studies are made to set system
parameters in order to maximize the performance. In Section 2 we develop a model for
the transmission of wireless voice traffic over IP networks and explain the fundamental
differences to AAL-2. In Section 3, the analysis is derived and the numerical results are
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Model for Tunneling and Multiplexing Wireless Data
Traffic originating from a cellular mobile communication system is either tunneled or
multiplexed into IP packets and undergoes a spacer before transportation through a realtime IP network. In the following, we concentrate on voice data to develop a model for
transmission over IP technology.
2.1 Source Model
In today’s cellular mobile communication systems (see Figure 1), voice data originating at
a mobile handset is transmitted over the radio interface to a base station. It is transported
over a wired access link to the core network and takes then the reverse order to reach the
destination handset. We aim at modeling the traffic occurring at the access link.
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Figure 1: Mobile network structure
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In the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) a handset transmits
voice samples periodically every 20 msec. Thus, the arrival process is fully characterized
by a single Z\[^]`_ msec time frame. The probability that a sender is associated with an
arbitrary instant within that interval is evenly distributed. This entails an exponential distribution of the interarrival time a of consecutive voice samples if the periodic time structure is not taken into account. However, according to [8], the maximum allowed delay is
1 msec which is only ceb d of the frame period, so that the periodical structure of the arrival
process is not supposed to have great influence on the performance, especially in the presence of many users. The discrete nature of digital communication systems proposes the
geometric distribution – the discrete time counterpart of the negative-exponential distribution – to model the interarrival times of consecutively arriving voice samples.
Table 1: Packet length distribution of 8k vocoder
Packet Length [bytes] 12
15
20
32
Probability
0.598 0.072 0.039 0.291

In the considered wireless network a variable bitrate vocoder is used. During an offphase of a conversation the information can be better compressed than during an on-phase
resulting in voice samples of different size. Therefore, a sample trace of a single vocoder is
clearly positively correlated. But simulations have shown that for superposition of several
users the sizes of consecutively arriving voice samples can be assumed to be sufficiently
uncorrelated. Table 1 shows a typical distribution of the sample size gained from an IS-96
vocoder output [3, 9]. So we model the voice sample size f by an independently and
identically distributed (iid) random variable according to the given histogram.
2.2 Tunneling and Multiplexing
Carrying very short data packets by tunneling through an ATM or IP network yields a low
bandwidth exploitation due to protocol overhead. However, the cause for the overhead is
different in both systems.
ATM’s cell payload size easily doubles the size of a compressed voice sample which
there is unused space in the cell due to the fixed cell length
is about ]`_ bytes. Hence,
ced
which represents gehjcei d k%l _m_%n^[ lpo%q n overhead.
The IP packet size is variable and wasted payload does not exist. However, the IP
header size is 20 bytes for the old IP version 4 [10] and even 40 bytes for the new
IP version 6[11]. The UDP header has 8 bytes [12] and the RTP header comprises 12
bytes
cedsrtsr [13].
c Hence, the header overhead for voice data transmission over RTP amounts to
ced b k%l _m_mnu[v]`_`_%n .
Multiplexing can be used in both cases to reduce the overhead. In ATM networks, the
voice samples are equipped with a 3 bytes header and then transmitted as a stream in the
CPS-PDU payload (47 bytes) over the network [14]. A timer controls the multiplexing
delay, i.e., if a voice sample waits more than a specified time for cell completion, the cell
is sent regardless of whether it is filled or not. Thus, AAL-2 prevents wasted payload.
Once an ATM cell is completely filled, the overhead can not be further reduced.
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In IP networks, the voice samples are supplied with a 2 bytes mini header [2] and
multiplexed into an RTP/UDP/IP packet. The delay must be controlled here by a timer,
too. This multiplexing scheme reduces the fraction of the header size with respect to
carried payload. The overhead minimization is only limited by the maximum transfer unit
of the underlying transport mechanism.
If the offered load in ATM networks is sufficiently high such that most of the cells are
completed before the timer stops multiplexing, the timer has nearly no impact [3, 7]. In
contrast, the IP packet payload size is variable and, therefore, multiplexing is only limited
by the timer. This is the essential difference to AAL-2 multiplexing.
2.3 IP Realtime Transport Parameters
After an IP packet or an ATM cell is filled by multiplexing, it is sent through a realtime
network. Realtime transportation requires the network to dedicate enough bandwidth to
the desired virtual leased line. In return, the access must be controlled to shelter the QoS
from an – intentionally or not – misbehaved source. To achieve that aim, traffic parameters
that describe the flow are necessary to make appropriate resource reservations. In ATM’s
Constant Bit Rate class [15] a peak cell rate must not be exceeded. For Integrated Services’ [16] Guaranteed Quality of Service class [17] the data stream must be leaky bucket
conform. Whether Differentiated Services [18] will support hard realtime constraints is
not clear yet.
If a packet is found not to be conform to the traffic contract at the policer of the
network, it will be discarded either immediately at the ingress or will be marked and
dropped later within the network if congestion occurs. Therefore, packets must be spaced,
i.e., deferred until the traffic contract is met. Spacing introduces additional delay which
might have a considerable impact on the overall performance of the system. Another
possibility is to describe the IP stream by the leaky bucket parameters transmission rate
w
and bucket size xzy|{~} . Using these parameters for policing, there is hardly waiting time
for IP packets but still a loss probability due to policing by the network.
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Figure 2: Multiplexing and tunneling of voice samples with spacing
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The spacer that we consider works as follows. It has a byte counter ¨ that shows
the virtual occupancy of its queue. It is decreased linearly by the link rate © over time
but does not fall short of zero. When an IP packet of size ª arrives, it is accepted if the
counter ¨ plus the new packet’s size do not exceed the queue limit ¨«¬¯® . In this case the
counter is increased by ª bytes and the packet will be sent after ± ° time. Otherwise, the
IP packet is discarded.
Figure 2 summarizes the model for multiplexing or tunneling voice samples with additional spacing. Voice samples arrive with geometrically distributed interarrival times ² .
Their size ª follows a given histogram. Then they are tunneled via the (RTP/)UDP/IP
protocol or multiplexed using the RTP/UDP/IP protocol. The resulting IP packets are
treated according to the specification of the above described spacer.

3 Analysis of RTP Multiplexing
In this section, an analysis for the RTP multiplexing model is derived. First, a discretetime Markov model of the system is set up to derive the stationary state distribution. Based
on this the loss probability, the waiting time distribution, as well as the average protocol
overhead for the voice samples are computed. Adjusting the input parameters, the same
analysis can be applied to (RTP/)UDP/IP tunneling.
For the sake of simplicity some notational conventions are introduced regarding an
arbitrary random variable ³ :
³´«µ·¶¹¸ ³´«¬¯®
³»º½¼¿¾ÁÀÃÂ
Ä ¸ ÄÅ À&Æ
Ä º&¼¿¾ÌÀÍÂ
ÄÅ À½ÆÙØ À
³Ë¾ÏÎÌÐ
µÕÔ Ñ$ÒÍÓ
Ð ÑSÖ×
Ä Å ½À Æ
ÎÌÐµÕÔ Ñ$ÒÍÓ
ºÛ³Ü¾ÁÀÍÂØ 
Ð ÑSÖ×Ú

minimum and maximum value of ³ ,
random variable ³ conditioned on ¼¿¾ÁÀ ,
distribution of ³ and probability ÇÉÈ ºÊ³Ë¾ÌÀÍÂ ,
distribution conditioned on ¼¿¾ÁÀ ,
mean of ³ ,
conditonal probability ºÛ³Ý¾ÞÀÍÂ is unconditoned by ³ .
Ú

3.1 Stationary Distribution
To find the stationary state distribution of the model a numerical framework for solving
discrete and finite Markov models [6] is applied which is basically a generalized formalization of the method used in [19]. Then, the input distributions for the analysis are
specified.
3.1.1

Applying the Framework

The framework is extended by the use of conditional distributions and the generation of
a start vector by a short Markov chain simulation. Only a description of the Markov
model is needed from which the numerical program can be syntactically deduced. The
description comprises renewal points, state variables, factors influencing the system and
a state transition function describing the behavior of the system.
The model is as follows. At the arrival instant of the first voice sample multiplexing
into an IP packet is started and the spacer counter is denoted by ¨àß . The multiplexing time
is limited by the timer value áâ©äã . After multiplexing, the IP packet contains å voice
samples resulting in an IP packet of size æçº½åèÂ that depends on the number of multiplexed
5

voice samples. The spacer occupancy is reduced by éâêäëÞìíê yielding îàï . If the updated
spacer occupancy plus the size of the new IP packet does not exceed the spacer size îðñ¯ò ,
the IP packet is accepted for transmission by the spacer increasing its counter by óçô½õ÷ö .
Then, the spacer counter is denoted by îùø . The time until the next voice sample arrives
is called intermultiplex time and denoted by úô½õèö . It is dependent on how many samples
are multiplexed into the IP packet. Within that time the counter is diminished by úô½õèöûìÃê .
When the next voice sample arrives, the procedure starts again.
The model must be formalized to be applied to the framework. To reduce the computational complexity, we identify two renewal points. The first is at multiplexing start, the
second one just after discarding or accepting the multiplexed IP packet for transmission.
The factors that influence the state transition from the first renewal point to the second are
the number õ of voice samples in the multiplexed IP packet and the resulting IP packet
size óçô½õ÷ö . The next transition is depending on the intermultiplex time úô½õ÷ö . The state of
the first renewal point is given by the spacer counter îàü while the description of the second renewal point comprises both the counter î ø as well as the number õ ø of multiplexed
voice samples in the last IP packet.
The transition function ý describes the state evolution between renewal points of the
first type. It can be decomposed into ýÿþ ýø  ýü , where  denotes the composition
operator. Starting with an initial vector  ü , the successor distributions  ü are computed
ü
using ý and  ü  and the distributions of the factors õ , óâô&õèö , and úô½õ÷ö . The limit of
ø
their average eventually yields the stationary distribution  ü .
Function ýü (see Algorithm 1) characterizes the system during the multiplexing time.
At the end of the multiplexing interval of duration éâêäë , the spacer occupancy is reduced
by éâêäë ìûê . Within that time, õ voice samples have arrived and are multiplexed into
an IP packet of size óâô&õèö . If the counter plus the packet size exceed the spacer’s size
îðñ¯ò , the IP packet is accepted for transmission increasing the occupancy, otherwise, the
IP packet is discarded.
Input: state ô î ü ö , multiplexed voice samples õ , and IP packet size óçô&õèö

î
ï  þ  ô îàü éâê ë ìê ö
if ô îï óçô½õ÷öÁîðñ¯òíö then  IP packet sent 
î ø  þ î ï  óçô½õ÷ö
else  IP packet lost 
î ø þ î ï
end if
õ ø ·þÁõ
Output: state ô î ø  õ ø ö
Algorithm 1: Function  - Multiplexing
Function ý ø (see Algorithm 2) corresponds to the state transition from the second
renewal point to the first. It describes the system during the intermultiplex time úô½õ÷ö .
The spacer occupancy is reduced linearly by the link rate ê .
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Algorithm 2: Function => - Intermultiplex Time
3.1.2

Specification of Input Distributions

The distributions of # , ?-@#A& , and ()#B& must be computed to determine the input for the
analysis. They are derived from a given voice sample interarrival time distribution C and
a given voice sample size distribution D .
During E-R 7GF time #H. I packets arrive. This happens if the sum of I 4KJ R interarrival
O
times L OQMN P  O is shorter than E-7GF and the sum of I interarrival times L OQM P
exceeds


it. Hence, the distribution of # is defined by the condition
S
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(1)



The size of an IP packet carrying # voice packets consists of the size of the contained
voice samples and protocol headers. The protocol overhead comprises the IP (version 4),
UDP, and RTP header of _<: bytes plus ` bytes mini header for each multiplexed voice
sample. Consequently, the IP packet size is given by the conditional random variable
T
?a)#b.
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The intermultiplex time (3@#A& is the duration from a multiplexing timeout instant until
the next voice sample arrives. Given that there are # samples in the last multiplexed IP
packet, the intermultiplex time is the remainder of the j -th interarrival time after multiplexing. Therefore, the distribution of ()#b. Ic& is determined by the condition
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In case of a geometrical interarrival time (@#A&.

R

holds.

3.2 Performance Measures
The loss probability oqpQsut r , the waiting time distribution v , and the overhead w for a voice
r)r
sample are obtained by using the stationary distribution x * .
3.2.1

Voice Sample Loss Probability

We consider the multiplexing start. The next IP packet is ready for spacing after E-7GF
time. In the meantime the spacer counter is diminished to 5y.z0 1 2f+* 4 EV7lF 6{79!;:<&
bytes. If the newly arrived IP packet with ?a)#A& bytes plus the updated counter value
 y exceed the spacer’s capacity |~} , the IP packet is discarded. The loss probability
7
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The loss probability qÁc   un@Â)Ã  of a voice sample is the average number  un@Â of lost
voice samples in an IP packet divided by the average number  of voice samples in an IP
packet.
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Unconditioning them by 
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and  .

Voice Sample Overhead

The overhead É  Ê Ã Ë is defined by the quotient of the mean sent protocol header size
Ê
of a transmitted IP packet and the mean of the sent payload size Ë . Both are depending
on ÌÍ and   K . The protocol header size of an IP packet is then Æ ÎaÏÐ<Ñ and the
voice sample payload size )Òa@ÌmcÓÔ¾qÕÇÖÆÎ9Õ×Ð<Ñ is the IP packet size without the
protocol header.
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Again, unconditioning by 
3.2.3

and 


yields

(8)

and Ë .
Ê

Voice Sample Waiting Time

The voice sample waiting time ß áà Ï]â consists of the multiplexing delay à and
the queuing time â in the spacer. It can only be computed for packets that are not lost.
The multiplexing delay à that a voice sample encounters is the time from its arrival
instant until the end of multiplexing. It is dependent on the number of multiplexed voice
samples in the IP packet: if there is only one voice sample, it is clear that the multiplexing
time is ã-ä Ê ; if there are more than one, it is more likely that it is shorter. The distribution
for àz)A is determined by
«æ
å
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å
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(9)

At the beginning of multiplexing, the spacer counter is   and it is reduced to +ð+
)  Õ ãVä Ê Æ ä ;Ñ< after multiplexing. At this time the IP packet gets possibly accepted
for transmission and encounters a conditional waiting time of
ñóò ô
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(10)

The probability of waiting time õ öÝ÷ is the quotient ølù÷úö ûýüÿþ)õ öÍ÷ û  of
the average number ûýüìþõ öÍ÷ of voice samples in an IP packet that have waiting time
õ
öÍ÷ and the average number û 
of sent voice samples in an IP packet.
The average number ûýüÿþ)õ ö ÷ $û ö ö of voice samples that wait õ ö
time in an IP packet with û ö  voice samples and with a counter of Çö at
÷
multiplexing start is

 " !$%'& #   þ@ûbö(  ö)+*,-*
(11)
.
/0 2
þ)ûHö34½ù'5ú*,6qþ   ö)7¸ù÷895ú :
1

Unconditioning of û and   yields ûýüÿþ)õ öX÷ . For the numerical program, advantage
can be taken of the fact that the distribution of ; þ< takes only the values = and  .
The average number û  ö û> û %'&  is the average number of multiplexed voice
ûýü

þõ

öÝ÷

  
ö
ö

$ûHö

þ

samples without the lost voice samples.
3.3 Analysis of (RTP/)UDP/IP Tunneling
The analysis of (RTP/)UDP/IP tunneling is a special case of RTP/UDP/IP multiplexing.

? Only one voice sample is transported by an IP packet:

@ (constant).

ûHö

? The header overhead of an IP packet tunneling a voice sample only depends on the
BCEDF
= DF
for UDP/IP tunneling
FD9CE
protocol suite: Ç
A þ@û ö

= for RTP/UDP/IP tunneling.
? The intermultiplex time equals the interarrival time: Gþ)ûHdöI .
? A multiplexing time is not existent: Jzþ)û

(= (constant).

dö

4 Results
In the previously derived analysis the spacer counter  and the packet size K are measured in bytes while time is measured in discretized time units (TU). The interpretation
of numerical results depends on this time scale. If we assume that one TU is MOL N msec, the
delay budget P of 128 TU corresponds to 4 msec as it is assumed in [3]. Assuming the
TU to be NOL Q msec, the delay budget is 1 msec as it is proposed in [8]. This consideration
shows thatL the analysis is not restricted to this specific parameter set. In the following, we
use the latter of the two proposed interpretations.
The QoS requirements for a voice connection are a loss probability of at most ,=SRT
and a quantile of the waiting time distribution for the delay budget  msec less than ,=SRSU ,
i.e., VXWiþ)õ YZ msec \[@,= RSU . This is a constraint for all data computed in the following
sections. Using simulation, probabilities in the range of ]= RT are very time consuming to
compute, which illustrates the advantages of an analytical approach over simulation. The
analysis output was tested against simulation output and does not differ.
We define the net traffic bandwidth ^`_ ö3a* bc where a is the number of users, K the
mean voice sample size and d the frame length in UMTS. The offered load eGögfh is the

f

9

fraction of the net traffic bandwidth ikj divided by the link bandwidth i . Since the QoS
requirements must be met, the offered load plus additional overhead must be smaller than
1. The number of supportable calls can be computed by

lnmpoq i s q,r t

(12)

First, the optimum timer value and the mean waiting time for an 8 Mbps link are considered, the required spacer size is evaluated and an equivalent leaky bucket description
is given. Then experiments varying on bandwidth are conducted.
4.1 Optimum Timer Value
We investigate the influence of the timer value on the performance of the system. In the
following we consider an 8 Mbps link. Initially, the spacer size is set to 2048 bytes, which
corresponds to a delay of 2 msec. The consequence is that if a loss occurs, the delay
budget QoS criterion (1 msec) has been exceeded before. Thus, the maximum or critical
offered load can be found for a given delay constraint. Then, the spacer size is minimized
to find the minimum required spacer size.
For the interarrival time of consecutively arriving voice samples the geometric distribution seems to be appropriate for the voice transmission model on the access link. It

can be scaled by u m Cv w x . The coefficient of variation is y{z|} m~  " and ranges for
the considered values between 0.5 and 1.0. To make investigations more comparable, a
modified negative binomial distribution is used since its mean and coefficient of variation
can be easily controlled. We make parameter studies for coefficients of variation of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 to observe the influence of the variability of the carried traffic.
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Figure 3: Impact of timer setting on the capacity and the required spacer size
For more variable interarrival times a larger spacer size is needed although the amount
of transmitted voice samples is less. The required spacer size is very sensitive to variance
in interarrival time. The maximum number of connections can be admitted for a timer
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value of 0.375, 0.5 and 0.625 msec when the coefficient of variation is 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5,
respectively, as can be seen in Figure 3. The optimum timer value depends on the variability of the interarrival time, however, a timer value of 0.5 msec yields a good performance
in all cases. Therefore, all experiments are conducted in the following with the timer value
set to KMLON msec.
The phenomenon that an optimum timer value exists can be explained as follows. On
the one side, the overhead decreases with an increasing timer value and the total number
of bytes arriving at the spacer is less, thus, reducing the queuing time in the spacer. On the
other side, an increased timeout value means a longer multiplexing delay. This denotes a
tradeoff for the waiting time P QSR TVU which is the sum of multiplexing and spacing
delay.
The variance of the interarrival time of the voice samples is transformed into variance
of IP packet size. This entails a broader distribution of the spacing time for a more variable
interarrival time. The probability that the spacing time exceeds a critical value is higher.
This is also confirmed by the larger required spacer size. If the spacing takes longer, the
multiplexing time must be shorter to meet the maximum delay W . Hence, a more variable
IP packet size requires a shorter multiplexing timer value.
Parameter studies have shown that the optimum timer value does neither depend on the
bandwidth nor on the variability of the voice sample size. The coefficient of variation of
the histogram is 0.49, values of 0.35 and 0.65 were also tested. However, for a coefficient
of variation of 2.0, which is unrealistic for voice sample sizes, this result is not expected
to hold.
The existence of a tradeoff regarding the timer value is one of the major differences
between RTP multiplexing and AAL-2 multiplexing. The timer limits the AAL-2 multiplexing time only rarely because the small ATM cells are filled before a timeout occurs
[3]. It has hardly any effect provided that it is set sufficiently large. Once a cell is filled,
the overhead can not be further reduced and, therefore, the above tradeoff does not exist.
4.2 QoS Behavior
Again, we consider an 8 Mbps link with a minimum spacer size of 1488 bytes. The
waiting time of a voice sample consists of the multiplexing delay R and the queuing time
U in the spacer. The more traffic arrives the shorter is the average multiplexing delay but
the longer is the queuing time in the spacer. Figure 4 quantifies this tradeoff.
The figure also shows the quantile for the delay budget of the waiting time distribution.
Its growth is roughly exponentially related to the number of supported users and exceeds
the delay budget at the critical load of around 0.71. Note that the waiting time in a very
low loaded system is larger than in a fully loaded system. The loss probability depends
on the provided buffer size which is set such that its QoS criterion is violated only if the
delay criterion is not met any more. It rises exponentially, too.
4.3 Comparison with Tunneling
A small offered load and small bandwidth yield large interarrival times reducing the number of multiplexed voice samples in an IP packet. Therefore, the comparison of the multiplexing and the tunneling scheme must be made depending on the bandwidth and the
critical load.
11
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Figure 4: Impact of the offered load on the voice sample mean waiting time, the delay
budget quantile, and the loss probability

For higher bandwidth the interarrival time is smaller for the same offered load and
more voice samples can be multiplexed. This reduces the proportion of the protocol overhead drastically while for tunneling the overhead stays the same. This is illustrated in Figure 5. Hence, multiplexing allows a higher offered load than tunneling since less protocol
overhead is transmitted. It supports an offered load of up to 0.808 whereas (RTP/)UDP/IP
tunneling only sustains 0.277 and 0.372, respectively. In other words, to carry 618 calls, a
bandwidth of 16 Mbps and 12.5 Mbps is needed for RTP/UDP/IP and UDP/IP tunneling
while for multiplexing a bandwidth of only 6.5 Mbps is required.
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Figure 5: Impact of the bandwidth on the critical load

The protocol overhead is depicted in Figure 6. With tunneling the protocol overhead
12

is constant while with RTP multiplexing the overhead can be substantially reduced. For
the AAL-2 multiplexing scheme this is different. Provided that all cells can be filled,
the protocol overhead amounts to lnmporqtsumpo vxwzyn{|{}wzy ~ (ATM header: 5 bytes, AAL-2
v sample) and can not be further reduced. The
overhead: 1 byte per cell and 3 bytes per
same protocol overhead reduction can be reached for RTP multiplexing at a bandwidth of
6 Mbps and for 16 Mbps the overhead is only half of the AAL-2 overhead.
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Figure 6: Impact of the bandwidth on the protocol overhead

4.4 Leaky Bucket Description
If the underlying network has considerably more bandwidth than the virtual leased line,
IP packets can be sent with variable bit rate immediately after multiplexing without additional spacing and suffer no delay. Then, the timeout value can be set to the maximum
allowed delay àâáäãtå ~çæè~é msec, thus, increasing the capacity. However, the traffic
stream has to be declared by a leaky bucket description. The leaky bucket parameters
must be set carefully to avoid loss due to policing by the network.
Using the analysis we can determine the required spacer buffer to carry a certain number of calls over a given bandwidth respecting only the loss QoS criterion. We set the
timer value to 1 msec and assume 400 calls to be transmitted over the wired link. In
Figure 7 the tradeoff between peak rate and bucket size of a leaky bucket description is
illustrated.
The required bucket size is highly dependent on the variance of the interarrival time
of the voice packet stream. A minimum bucket size of 800, 1040 and 1550 bytes is
required since this is the maximum IP packet size. The throughput is higher for larger
bucket sizes since the same traffic can be transported over a lower average bandwidth.
400 calls ( êìëtãtí ~î ) can be transported over a 4 Mbps link while with spacing a 5 Mbps
link is required. However, a bigger bucket size is probably more costly than a smaller
one. Therefore, a cost function should be applied to these curves to find the optimum for
pricing.
13
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Figure 7: Impact of the peak rate on the leaky bucket size

5 Conclusion
We have investigated the RTP multiplexing protocol suite as it is suggested in [2]. We established a model for transmission of compressed voice data. The affinity to AAL-2 was
shown and differences regarding the performance behavior are explained throughout the
paper. For accuracy and computability reasons, we developed a discrete time analysis using a framework for solving discrete and finite Markov chains with some new extensions.
The loss probability, the overhead, and the waiting time distribution for voice samples
were computed.
Using the analysis, several case studies were made to investigate the behavior of RTP
multiplexing. A performance tradeoff regarding the timer value could be shown and an
explanation was given. A value was found which yielded good performance for various
parameter studies. The link capacity, in terms of supportable users, and the required spacer
sizes were very sensitive to variance in the interarrival times of the transported voice
samples. The influence of the offered load on QoS measures of voice packets was shown.
Using RTP multiplexing instead of (RTP/)UDP/IP tunneling only half the bandwidth or
even less was needed to carry the same number of connections. For higher link speeds
the overhead is only half compared to AAL-2. Finally, a leaky bucket description was
presented for the multiplexed traffic. Variable bit rate transmission using a leaky bucket
contract yielded a better bandwidth exploitation than constant bit rate transmission using
a spacer since there was no spacing time.
From the sensitivity of the results on the variance of interarrival times of voice samples
we learned that thorough source modeling is crucial for a reasonable dimensioning of
system parameters in an RTP multiplexing system.
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